"Lewis Howard Latimer (1848-1928)...attended only grade school, and the remainder of his education was self-taught...He had a fabulous appetite for reading, drawing, and learning in general. In 1880, Herman Maxim, Chief Engineer and Electrician for the United States Lighting Company, who was very impressed with Latimer’s talents as a draftsman, hired him. Latimer took this opportunity to learn about the electric industry. During his tenure with Maxim, he invented an electric lamp with a carbon filament (1881) and he traveled to London to advise the English on setting up a lamp factory. In 1885 he began his association with Thomas Edison, serving as an engineer, chief draftsman, and expert witness on the Board of Patent Control in gathering evidence against the infringement of patents held by General Electric and Westinghouse. He was named an Edison Pioneer in 1918, an elite group of men who worked for Edison."

Source: Lewis Latimer Biography, ETHW. http://ethw.org/Lewis_Latimer
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, JOSEPH V. NICHOLS, a resident of Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State of New York, and LEWIS H. LATIMER, of New York, N. Y., have invented certain new and useful Improvements in Incandescent Electric Lamps, of which the following is a specification,

Our invention relates to electric lamps in which the light is produced by the incandescence of a continuous strip of carbon secured by metallic wires and inclosed in a hermetically-sealed and thoroughly-exhausted transparent receiver; and it relates more especially to the method of mounting the carbons or connecting them with the wires.

In the drawings annexed our invention is illustrated, Figure 1 representing a carbon conducting-strip, made in the usual manner, with widened ends BB. The strip is, by preference, prepared by carbonizing a blank cut from sheets of paper, the form of the blanks being approximately that of the finished carbon. This method is not essential, however, as others may be employed in the preparation of the carbons, as by bending and twisting straight strips of wood or paper either before or after carbonization.

Through the ends BB square or rectangular perforations C are cut before carbonization, and through these perforations the flattened ends of the wires or conductors DD are passed and bent over by pinchers to firmly clamp the carbon. In order to secure a more perfect electrical contact between the carbons and the wires, the ends of the former may be previously coated with copper or platinum. With this form of clamp all nuts, screws, or pins and similar accessories are dispensed with. The conductors make contact with the carbons at considerable distance from the incandescent portion, so that the permanency of the connections is insured, and as the wires are by this means protected in great measure from the heat developed, they may be of copper, whereby the cost of the lamps is greatly reduced.

The wires are flattened for a short distance from their ends for securing greater contact-surface and flexibility, and are brought together and sealed into a support of vitreous material surmounting the base E of the ordinary incandescent lamp.

Having thus described our invention, what we claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is—

1. The combination, in an incandescent lamp, with the perforated ends of a carbon conducting-strip, of metallic wires passing through the same and bent over into close contact with the carbon, as described.

2. The combination, with the carbon conducting-strip A, having widened portions BB and rectangular perforations CC, of conducting-wires DD, with flattened ends passing through the perforations and bent over into close union with the carbon, as and for the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof we have hereunto affixed our signatures in the presence of two subscribing witnesses.

JOSEPH V. NICHOLS.
L. H. LATIMER.

Witnesses:

W. H. TUCKER,
DAVID LAV.